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1.0 Study Purpose
The In-Town Transit Partnership Project (ITP) was initiated in 2005 by the Regional
Planning Commission of Greater Birmingham (RPCGB) to identify and evaluate transit
service improvement options in the Downtown Birmingham and University of Alabama at
Birmingham (UAB) activity centers, as well as adjacent neighborhoods. Alternatives included
enhanced bus services, Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), and rail transit. The RPCGB has worked
with governmental agencies, area stakeholders, and the general public to determine the
preferred transit service option and to assess the environmental benefits and impacts of the
recommended improvements.

The purpose of the project is to implement a transit solution in the ITP Study Area that
enhances mobility for the various transit service markets identified for the project, supports
the development of a regional system as envisioned in the Long Range Transportation Plan,
and improves accessibility to support continued growth of the City Center/Financial District,
UAB/Medical Center, and Birmingham Jefferson Convention Center which serve as
economic engines for the entire region.

Based on a review of study area growth and development plans, potential markets for transit
services, existing and future roadway conditions, transit service deficiencies, and long range
transit service plans the following transit needs have been identified.

address the impacts of increasing traffic congestion on transit services,

address physical barriers to mobility in the study area which tend to focus transit
services onto a few key streets,

provide enhanced transit to serve major trip patterns,

support continued economic growth,

accommodate planned regional transit services, and

improve transit service levels and reliability.

Concurrent with the ITP project, plans are underway for enhanced regional transit services
that connect the Downtown and UAB activity centers with the rest of the metropolitan area.
However, attractive and convenient transit services within the study area are needed to
serve as a spine for regional services, to deliver transit riders to their final destination points,
and to accommodate short mid-day trips within the study area.

2.0 Study Process
Figure 1 illustrates the study process. The study began with Project Scoping in December
2005, where the project team and area stakeholders worked together to:

define the purpose of the project,

formulate an initial set of alternatives to be considered,

develop project goals and objectives,

establish an evaluation framework,

determine evaluation criteria, and

identify potential issues that should be addressed during the environmental process.
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Once the scoping process was complete, the potential impacts of each of the alternatives to
the community, the natural environment, the economy, and the transportation system were
analyzed. The performance of each alternative was also evaluated according to the criteria
established during Project Scoping. The identification of a draft Locally Preferred Alternative
(LPA) was based on this evaluation.

During the next step, the project team worked with the project stakeholders to further refine
the draft LPA based on city redevelopment goals and other issues and concerns expressed
by the project participants. This step consisted of a series of technical workshops and
meetings with representatives from the following agencies:

City of Birmingham Planning Department,

City of Birmingham Traffic Engineering,

City of Birmingham Economic Development,

Birmingham-Jefferson County Transit Authority,

Operation New Birmingham, Regional Planning Commission of Greater Birmingham,

Birmingham Parking Authority,

Alabama Department of Transportation,

University of Alabama Birmingham, and

The Birmingham-Jefferson Civic Center Complex.

Next steps include the preparation of an environmental document that will document the
affected environment and assess impacts to the natural, physical, and social environment.
This step will involve continued opportunities for comment from the public and affected
agencies.  (Opportunities for public input have been provided throughout the process. These
public engagement activities are described in more detail in the following section.)  If it is
decided to pursue federal funding for the project then project information that addresses the
requirements of the Federal Transit Administration’s Section 5309 New Starts/Small Starts
process will need to be completed.
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Figure 1: The ITP Study Process
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3.0 Public Engagement
Public engagement activities for the In-Town Transit Partnership Project have aimed to
proactively engage the public in the planning and review processes of the study. The project
team’s approach to public engagement activities has been built on experienced leadership,
local team knowledge, and intelligence regarding previous public involvement processes
that have been used in and around Birmingham to encourage participation.

At the outset of the ITP process and during the planning for each public engagement
activity, the project team worked to identify those individuals that hold a strong interest in the
outcome of the study.  These individuals, or project stakeholders, included the large
business and employer base within the study area along with established residential
communities.  Project stakeholders were invited to represent various audiences and target
groups throughout the public engagement process.  Stakeholders that have participated in
the public engagement activities include:

 General Public - Neighborhood/Homeowner Association elected officers and
representatives, civic advisory groups (i.e., pedestrians, cyclists), and environmental
groups

 Businesses and Employers - City and County employers: City Hall and Jefferson
County Courthouse employees, downtown law firms, commercial storefront retail
businesses, restaurants, The University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB)
employers: hospitals and other medical clinics, and business administration offices.
(All located within the borders of the study area).

 Local Government and Elected Officials - Municipal Funding Partners: Birmingham,
Jefferson County, Shelby County, Homewood, Irondale, Hoover, Mountain Brook,
Vestavia Hills, Birmingham Jefferson Transit Authority, MPO, local and state
government officials

 Other Agencies and Organizations - the Birmingham Jefferson Transit Authority, the
Alabama Department of Transportation, and the Federal Transit Administration.  Also
includes Resource Agencies as required by NEPA.

 Special populations - Populations traditionally underserved by transportation (ethnic,
minority, or low income populations; people with disabilities)

The project team created a variety of ways for stakeholders to learn about the project and
influence its outcomes. Stakeholder input has influenced the definition of the study area,
alternatives considered, goals and objectives, and the choice of a Locally Preferred
Alternative (LPA). The public engagement program has included the following activities:

Public Project Scoping Meetings (December 2005): At the Scoping Meetings, the
project team asked participants to provide feedback that would help establish the
project purpose, goals, and objectives.

Public Forums (April 2006): At these meetings, participants were shown detailed
maps of the set of alternatives to be evaluated, and were also shown a presentation
describing the alternatives. Participants had the opportunity to provide feedback on
the alternatives.

Transit Supportive Development Workshops (April – June 2007): Three workshops
were held in April, May, and June 2007 with the goal of reviewing the draft LPA and
arriving at agreement on a final alignment and a corresponding land use and
economic development vision for the corridor.
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Neighborhood Connector Workshops (October 2007): The purpose of these four
workshops was to enable neighborhood residents and other stakeholders to provide
input on the draft LPA and on the development of a plan for the neighborhood
connector service.

Project Steering Committee (PSC) Meetings: As a policy group, the PSC met at
project milestones to discuss project developments and participate in project
decision-making.

Project Technical Advisory Committee (PTAC) Meetings: As an advisory group, the
PTAC met as necessary to provide guidance at project milestones regarding analysis
methodology and the format for presentation of the analysis results.

Newsletters: The project team produced four newsletters during the ITP process.
The purpose of these newsletters was to inform the public about the project’s
progress, and to encourage them to submit feedback or attend public meetings.

Website: The ITP project website, http://www.itp-project.com/, has provided
information about the project, as well as acting as a mechanism for project feedback.

From Scoping through the Evaluation of Alternatives to the selection of an LPA, feedback
from project stakeholders has provided the foundation for consensus on the project.  The
following decisions were made as a direct result of feedback from the public engagement
process:

 The study area was expanded to include those neighborhoods in proximity to the
project area;

 An east-west connection north of the railroad was considered, and eventually
incorporated as neighborhood connector service;

 Consideration was given to the accommodation of regional trips;

 Enhanced connections to the intermodal center were included;

 The alignment was chosen to provide access to important activity centers, as well as
to help set the stage for specific revitalization efforts; and

 Neighborhood connectors were designed to provide high-quality service to the in-
town neighborhoods.

4.0 Evaluation of Alternatives
The draft LPA for the In-Town Transit Partnership (ITP) Project study area was determined
based on the results of a two-tiered evaluation process.  The Tier 1 Evaluation focused on
evaluating and refining the alternatives that were initially identified in the Definition of
Alternatives Report (February, 2006).  An initial screening of transit service types
documented in the Definition of Alternatives Report, considered a wide variety of technology
options including heavy rail transit, automated guideway transit/monorail, light rail transit
(LRT), streetcar, and BRT.  Based on the results of the initial screening, LRT/Streetcar and
BRT technologies were advanced for consideration in the Tier 1 and Tier 2 evaluations. This
initial set of alternatives was developed based on the results of previous studies of fixed
guideway transit in the region and the public Scoping Meetings held for the project in
December 2005.

The Tier 1 analysis evaluated the initial alternatives against a set of criteria that addressed
each of the goals and objectives developed for the project.  The Tier 1 analysis evaluated

http://www.itp-project.com/
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individual segments of the alternatives as well as the alternatives as a whole.  The results of
the Tier 1 Evaluation were used to refine and reconfigure the alternatives, using the best
performing segments to constitute the alternatives considered for the Tier 2 evaluation. The
focus of the Tier 1 Evaluation was to identify the best alignment segments and optimal
length for each of the modal options being considered.  The Tier 1 analysis and results are
documented in the Tier 1 Evaluation Report (June 2006).

The Tier 2 Evaluation compared the performance of the refined and reconfigured
alternatives for each of the two possible transit technologies (BRT or LRT/Streetcar) and
formed the basis for selecting a Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA).  The Tier 2 analysis and
results are documented in the Tier 2 Evaluation Report (November 2006). Both Tier 1 and
Tier 2 Evaluations considered a series of evaluation measures based on the goals and
objectives established for the project, measures used by the Federal Transit Administration
(FTA) to evaluate projects seeking federal funds under the Section 5309 New Starts
program, and issues raised by the project review committees and general public over the
course of the study. The evaluation process is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Two-Tiered Evaluation Process

Evaluation Process

Project
Scoping
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Initial Set of
Alternatives

Public and Community Participation

Tier 2 Evaluation
Identify Best BRT and
LRT/Streetcar Alignments
Compare Best BRT and
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Alternatives
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Locally
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Alternative

Tier 1 Evaluation
Refine System Size and
Coverage
Refine / Reconfigure
Alternatives

Evaluation Criteria
Goals and Objectives
Measures of Effectiveness

4.1 Measures of Effectiveness
A series of evaluation criteria and project performance measures were identified for each of
the project objectives under each of the goals established for the project.  The criteria and
measures were used in the Tier 1 and Tier 2 evaluations as a basis for rating each of the
alternatives relative to their ability to address and support the project objectives. . The
identification of suggested performance measures was reviewed by the Project Technical
Advisory Committee, Project Steering Committee, agency representatives, and the general
public at the project scoping meetings.
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Goal 1:  Improve Mobility and Access within the Study Area

 Provide Transportation Choices
 Improve Accessibility
 Connect Major Transit Trip Origin and Destination Points
 Increase Transit Ridership
 Provide Service to Transit-Dependent Populations

Goal 2:  Support Local Economic Development Initiatives

 Consistency with Local Plans
 Enhance Economic Development
 Provide Connections to Parking

Goal 3:  Enhance Cost-Effectiveness of Transit Service

 Minimize Capital Costs
 Minimize Operating Costs
 Maximize Travel Time Savings
 Attract New Transit Riders

Goal 4:  Protect Environmental Quality

 Minimize Negative Environmental Impacts
 Provide Options to Improve Air Quality
 Support Transit-Friendly Development

Goal 5:  Enhance Regional Transit Services

 Provide Connectivity
 Accommodate Regional Transit Trips
 Accommodate Future Regional Service

4.2 Alternatives Considered
For the Tier 1 Evaluation, five system alternatives using a variety of north-south and east-
west alignments were developed as “Build Alternatives” for consideration based on the
results of previous studies and suggestions from the PTAC and PSC.

The reconfigured alternatives identified for consideration in Tier 2 utilized segments from the
best performing alternatives and segments from the Tier 1 Evaluation.  A key concern of the
project participants was to identify alternative alignments that would operate the best
whether a BRT or LRT/Streetcar technology was ultimately chosen for the initial ITP project,
since this downtown alignment will need to accommodate future regional transit lines which
will converge on the Downtown area using both BRT and possibly LRT/Streetcar
technologies. With slight variations, each of the proposed Tier 2 Build Alternative alignments
could operate as either BRT or LRT/Streetcar.  Each of the proposed Build Alternative
alignments for the Tier 2 Evaluation included both a north-south component and an east-
west component.

The Tier 2 Evaluation considered the performance of project alternatives in comparison to
both a “No-Build Alternative” and a “Baseline Alternative”. The No-Build Alternative assumed
that no BRT or LRT/Streetcar system would be constructed and that only the existing
transportation system plus those planned transportation improvements as identified in the
locally adopted Transportation Improvement Program would be built.  The Baseline
Alternative assumed the same transportation network as the No-Build Alternative plus
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additional low capital cost investments in transit service and operations to address project
objectives.

The existing DART Blue and Green Lines would be replaced with enhanced DART services.
In the north-south direction the DART would be located along 20th Street  in  from BJCC to
Five Points with a loop around Linn Park and a connection the Central Station transfer
facility via Morris Avenue.  In the east-west direction the revised DART service would
operate along 5th Avenue South, 23rd Street, and 7th Avenue South from 8th Street South to
32nd Street South.  .

The Baseline Alternative also would include expanded service hours for all of the DART
services.  The service is assumed to operate from 7:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. Monday through
Thursday, 7:00 A.M. to 12:00 A.M. on Fridays, 9:00 A.M. to 12:00 A.M. on Saturdays, and
9:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. on Sundays.  This also includes increasing the frequency of the
DART services so that the DART Blue Line would operate with 10-minute frequency of
service during A.M. and P.M. peak hours, midday, and evening time periods.  The DART
Green Line would operate with 10-minute frequency of service in the A.M. and P.M. peak
hours and 15-minute service in the midday and evening time periods.

The Baseline Alternative would also include new neighborhood connector routes that
include a new DART Red Line and new routes on the north side, Westside and Southside of
the ITP study area.  These connectors would provide 15 minute service throughout the day
with the exception of the DART Red Line which would have 10 minute service during the
peak hours.  These routes would provide direct connections to the City Center and the
Central

The No-Build and Baseline Alternatives serve as a benchmark against which the
performance and impacts of the BRT or LRT/Streetcar Build Alternatives can be measured.

4.3 Technologies for Build Alternatives
Based on the results of the scoping process and meetings, the following two potential
modes were identified for each of the Build Alternatives:

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

Light Rail Transit or Streetcar (LRT/Streetcar)

BRT is a form of rapid transit that uses a system of rubber-tired vehicles operating either on
dedicated rights-of-way or in mixed traffic on ordinary streets.  BRT vehicles operate on
roadways and do not require tracks or overhead catenary as is the case with LRT/Streetcar
technologies.  Although BRT vehicles vary by provider, the typical BRT vehicle ranges
between 40 to 60 feet long and 10 to 15 feet high.  Vehicle capacities range from
approximately 60 to 120 passengers per vehicle, based on a combination of seated and
standing passengers.  BRT vehicles typically operate in 11- to 12-foot travel lanes which can
be either be reserved for transit vehicles only or allow for a combination of transit and
general traffic use.

Streetcars and Light Rail Transit consist of rail vehicles running on in-street track at-grade in
either reserved right-of-way or mixed with automobile traffic. LRT/Streetcar technology
encompasses a range of vehicles with varying characteristics, from small “heritage” trolleys
and modern streetcars to multiple-car street-running trains. LRT/Streetcar vehicles run on
standard-gauge track and typically receive power from an overhead electric wire. Individual
vehicles range in size between smaller streetcars, which are 30 feet long, to regional light
rail vehicles, which can be up to 100 feet long, 8 to 10 feet wide, and 8 to 12 feet high (not
including connections to overhead wires). Vehicle capacity can be up to 200 passengers
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(combination of seated passengers and standees), though streetcars are typically smaller.
Vehicles can be linked to form multi-car trains. In mixed traffic, some LRT/Streetcar systems
operate within travel lanes as narrow as 11 feet. Dedicated guideway typically requires
between 12 and 14 feet of right-of-way per track.

4.4 Build Alternative Alignments
Each of five Build Alternative alignments considered in the Tier 1 and Tier 2 evaluations is
described below and shown in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6.  For each alternative, the alignment
was designed to accommodate either BRT or LRT/Streetcar technology.

Each of the Build Alternatives also included modifications to the background bus system to
make better connections to the proposed premium transit service, replaced bus services
such as the DART circulator in cases where it duplicated the proposed premium transit
service, and added new neighborhood circulator services to connect adjacent
neighborhoods to the proposed premium transit lines.

For all of the Build Alternatives it was assumed that BRT or LRT/Streetcar would provide 10-
minute frequency of service during A.M. and P.M. peak hours, midday, and evening time
periods for the north-south component.  The east-west component would include 10-minute
frequency of service in the A.M. and P.M. peak hours and 15-minute service in the midday
and evening time periods.  The service frequencies were derived to optimize the service
levels relative to the potential ridership on each line.  The service was assumed to operate
from 7:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. Monday through Thursday, 7:00 A.M. to 12:00 A.M. on
Fridays, 9:00 A.M. to 12:00 A.M. on Saturdays, and 9:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. on Sundays.

The Tier 1 Alternatives were developed based on the results of previous studies of premium
transit in the study area, a pre-screening of transit technology options, and input from project
stakeholders and the general public through the scoping process.  The Tier 2 alternatives
were developed based on the results of the Tier 1 evaluations, using the best performing
segments from the best performing alternatives from the Tier 1 Evaluation.

4.5 Tier 1 Evaluation Results
The results of the evaluations were used as a basis for identifying a recommendation for a
preferred alternative that includes a recommended technology and alignment. Based on the
results of the evaluations, Tier 1 Alignment Alternatives 1 and 4 performed the best.  These
alternatives tended to perform best in terms of ridership per mile of alignment, making direct
connections between intermodal centers and major trip destinations, maximizing cost
effectiveness, and minimizing the potential for any negative environmental impacts.

In addition to evaluating the alternatives as a whole, the Tier 1 Evaluation also analyzed
individual segments that comprise each of the alternatives.  For this analysis, the five
proposed Build Alternatives were broken into 26 distinct segments.  Most of the segments of
Alternatives 1 and 4 performed better than segments of the other alternatives, with the
exception of the east-west segments from 19th Street east along 5th Avenue North and
Graymont Avenue to the Legions Field area and the east-west segment from 19th Street
west along 5th Avenue South, 23rd Street, and 7th Avenue south to the Routes 31/280 area.
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Figure 3: Tier 1 Alternatives 1 and 2
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Figure 4: Tier 1 Alternatives 3, 4, and 5
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Figure 5: Tier 2 Alternatives A1, A2, and A3
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Figure 6: Tier 2 Alternatives B1 and B2
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4.6 Tier 2 Evaluation Results
The alternatives considered for the Tier 2 Evaluations incorporated the best performing
segments of Tier 1 Alternatives 1 and 4.  The results of the Tier 2 Evaluation indicated that
Alignment A3 outperformed the other alternative alignments, as can be seen in Table 1.
Alignment A3 performed the best for the largest number of measures and objectives
established for the project.  The alignment was also the best performing alternative at
addressing four out of the five goals established for the project.  This included improving
mobility and access within the study area, providing a cost-effective service, minimizing
impacts to environmental quality, and supporting existing and planned regional transit
services.  The alignment performed the best whether BRT or LRT/Streetcar technology was
assumed.

Once the alignment was established, the technology options (BRT or LRT) for the A3
alignment were compared to each other and to the Baseline Alternative.  Based on the
results by goal, the BRT and LRT/Streetcar alternatives generally outperformed the Baseline
Alternative for all of the project goals, as can be seen in Table 2. For the most part,
performance was similar for the BRT and LRT/Streetcar Alternatives. However, the BRT
Alternative performed best for Goal 3: Maximize Cost Effectiveness of Transit Service.  The
BRT Alternative was able to capture many of the same benefits in terms of ridership and
travel time savings as the LRT/Streetcar Service but at a much lower cost.  LRT/Streetcar
capital cost was estimated to be $155 million compared to $40 million for BRT.  Cost
effectiveness was an important consideration for federal funding. Because of the emphasis
placed by the Federal Transit Administration on the Project Cost Effectiveness Index (CEI),
the BRT Alternative would be much more competitive for federal funding than would the
LRT/Streetcar Alternative.

The following symbols are used in Tables 1 and 2 (on the following pages) to summarize
how well each alternative performed for each of the Tier 2 Evaluation Criteria.

Rating Symbol

High
(Best Performing)

Medium-High

Medium-Low

Low
(Worst Performing)
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Table 1: Summary of Evaluation Measure Results for Build Alternatives
Build Alternatives (BRT or LRT/Streetcar)Measure

A1 A2 A3 B1 B2
GOAL 1:  IMPROVE MOBILITY AND ACCESS WITHIN THE STUDY AREA

Objective 1A: Provide Transportation Choices

Address the Travel
Demands of Target
Markets

High level of service for
UAB students,

employment, and
regional service

connections

High level of service
for UAB students,

employment, but not
for regional service

connections

High level of service
for UAB students,
employment, and
regional service

connections

High level of service
for UAB students,

employment,
visitors, and

regional service
connections

High level of service
for employment,

visitors, and
regional service

connections, but not
for UAB students

BRT Alignment:
Serves 660 persons

per mile, 15,439
employees per mile,
and 5,378 university

students per mile
2003 Population,
Employment, University
Enrollment within ¼ mile
of stops (per mile)

Serves 606 persons per
mile, 14,173 employees

per mile, and 5,515
university students per

mile

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment: Serves

673 persons per
mile, 14,950

employees per mile,
and 5,378 university

students per mile

Serves 691 persons
per mile, 17,260

employees per mile,
and 7,280 university

students per mile

Serves 517 persons
per mile, 13,767

employees per mile,
and 5,051 university

students per mile

Serves 597 persons
per mile, 16,602

employees per mile,
and 4,647 university

students per mile

2030 Population,
Employment, University
Enrollment within ¼ mile
of stops (per mile)

Serves 1,566 residents
per mile, 17,258

employees per mile, and
6,175 university

students per mile

BRT Alignment:
Serves 1,529

residents per mile,
18,675 employees
per mile, and 6,439
university students

per mile

Serves 1,856
residents per mile,
21,158 employees
per mile, and 8,152
university students

per mile

Serves 1,641
residents per mile,
16,734 employees
per mile, and 5,656
university students

per mile

Serves 2,111
residents per mile,
20,396 employees
per mile, and 5,204
university students

per mile
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Table 1 (cont.): Summary of Evaluation Measure Results for Build Alternatives
Build Alternatives (BRT or LRT/Streetcar)Measure

A1 A2 A3 B1 B2

2030 Population,
Employment, University
Enrollment within ¼ mile
of stops (per mile)

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment: Serves
1,599 residents per

mile, 18,121
employees per mile,
and 6,021 university

students per mile
Objective 1B: Connect Major Transit Trip Origin and Destination Points

Number of activity
centers and major
employers served.

Serves 35 activity
centers and major

employers

Serves 34 activity
centers and major

employers

Serves 35 activity
centers and major

employers

Serves 35 activity
centers and major

employers

Serves 34 activity
centers and major

employers
Objective 1C: Increase Transit Ridership

BRT Alignment:
137 boardings per

mileAverage Weekday
Boardings per Mile

220 boardings per mile

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

132 boardings per
mile

362 boardings per
mile

285 boardings per
mile

252 boardings per
mile

BRT Alignment:
105,633 annual new

riders per mileAnnual New Riders per
Mile

121,023 annual new
riders per mile

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

101,945 annual new
riders per mile

239,448 annual new
riders per mile

171,483 annual new
riders per mile

233,349 annual new
riders per mile
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Table 1 (cont.): Summary of Evaluation Measure Results for Build Alternatives
Build Alternatives (BRT or LRT/Streetcar)Measure

A1 A2 A3 B1 B2
Objective 1D: Maintain or Enhance Service to Transit-Dependents

BRT Alignment:
245 low income

population, 129 zero
auto households,

109 under 17
population, and 113
over 65 population

Service to Transit-
Dependent Populations
(Number of Transit
Dependent Populations
per mile)

228 low income
population, 119 zero
auto households, 100
under 17 population,

and 113 over 65
population

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

236 low income
population, 124 zero

auto households,
105 under 17

population, and 109
over 65 population

241 low income
population, 111 zero

auto households,
110 under 17

population, and 78
over 65 population

206 low income
population, 96 zero
auto households, 96

under 17
population, and 63
over 65 population

208 low income
population, 102 zero

auto households,
104 under 17

population, and 59
over 65 population

GOAL 2 – SUPPORT LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES
Objective 2A: Support Local Plans

Consistency with Local
Plans

BRT Alignment:
Alignment is generally

consistent

BRT Alignment:
Alignment is

generally consistent

BRT Alignment:
Alignment is

generally consistent

BRT Alignment:
Alignment is

generally consistent

BRT Alignment:
Alignment is

generally consistent
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Table 1 (cont.): Summary of Evaluation Measure Results for Build Alternatives
Build Alternatives (BRT or LRT/Streetcar)Measure

A1 A2 A3 B1 B2

Consistency with Local
Plans

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

Alignment and mode is
generally consistent with

plans

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

Alignment and
mode is generally

consistent with
plans

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

Does not include
alignment on east

side but
LRT/Streetcar mode

is otherwise
consistent with

plans

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

Connection along
1st Ave N is not

consistent but 5th

Ave N and
LRT/Streetcar mode

is consistent

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

Connection along
1st Ave N is not
consistent with

plans but
LRT/Streetcar mode

is consistent

Objective 2B: Support Local Economic Development Initiatives

Service to Land and
Underutilized Space
Available for
Development

1.87 million sq ft vacant
land and 1.02 million sq
ft of underutilized space

1.51 million sq ft
vacant land and

1.05 million sq ft of
underutilized space

1.65 million sq ft
vacant land and

0.96 million sq ft of
underutilized space

1.72 million sq ft
vacant land and

1.25 million sq ft of
underutilized space

1.60 million sq ft
vacant land and

1.18 million sq ft of
underutilized space

BRT Alignment:
Serves 14 planned

development
projectsService to Planned

Development

Serves 16 planned
development projects

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

Serves 15 planned
development

projects

Serves 15 planned
development

projects

Serves 21 planned
development

projects

Serves 21 planned
development

projects

Objective 2C: Connections to Parking

Service to Peripheral
Parking Serves 11,140

peripheral spaces
Serves 11,140

peripheral spaces
Serves 8,839

peripheral spaces
Serves 9,501

peripheral spaces
Serves 7,757

peripheral spaces
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Table 1 (cont.): Summary of Evaluation Measure Results for Build Alternatives
Build Alternatives (BRT or LRT/Streetcar)Measure

A1 A2 A3 B1 B2

BRT Alternative:
Serves 5,675 other

parking spaces

BRT Alternative:
Serves 4,260 other

parking spaces

BRT Alternative:
Serves 4,638 other

parking spaces

BRT Alternative:
Serves 5,015 other

parking spaces

BRT Alternative:
Serves 4,921 other

parking spaces
Total Other Parking
Spaces Served
(excluding peripheral
parking spaces) LRT/Streetcar

Alternative:
Serves 5,730 other

parking spaces

LRT/Streetcar
Alternative:

Serves 4,477 other
parking spaces

LRT/Streetcar
Alternative:

Serves 4,693 other
parking spaces

LRT/Streetcar
Alternative:

Serves 5,108 other
parking spaces

LRT/Streetcar
Alternative:

Serves 4,976 other
parking spaces

GOAL 3 – ENHANCE COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF TRANSIT SERVICE
Objective 3A: Minimize Cost per Passenger

BRT Alignment:
$49.9 M

BRT Alignment:
$47.1 M

BRT Alignment:
$40.3 M

BRT Alignment:
50.6 M

BRT Alignment:
$42.3 M

Capital Costs

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:
$181.1 M

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:
$178.2 M

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:
$155.4 M

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

188.8 M

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:
$163.1 M

BRT Alignment:
$1.3 M

BRT Alignment:
$1.3 M

BRT Alignment:
$1.4 M

BRT Alignment:
$1.5 M

BRT Alignment:
$1.2 MAnnual Operating &

Maintenance Costs
LRT/Streetcar

Alignment:
$1.6 M

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

$1.6 M

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

$1.8 M

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

$1.9 M

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

$1.5 M

Operating & Maintenance
Cost per Passenger BRT Alternative:

$4.72
BRT Alternative:

$6.08
BRT Alternative:

$4.31
BRT Alternative:

$3.67
BRT Alternative:

$3.88
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Table 1 (cont.): Summary of Evaluation Measure Results for Build Alternatives
Build Alternatives (BRT or LRT/Streetcar)Measure

A1 A2 A3 B1 B2

Operating & Maintenance
Cost per Passenger LRT/Streetcar

Alternative:
$5.96

LRT/Streetcar
Alternative:

$7.68

LRT/Streetcar
Alternative:

$5.44

LRT/Streetcar
Alternative:

$4.63

LRT/Streetcar
Alternative:

$4.91
Objective 3B:  Maximize Travel Time Savings

Passenger Travel Time
Between Major Activity
Centers Served per Mile
(Compared to No-Build)

A total of 43.5 minutes
saved between all

activity centers per mile

A total of 40.9
minutes saved

between all activity
centers per mile

A total of 75.9
minutes saved

between all activity
centers per mile

A total of 50.0
minutes saved

between all activity
centers per mile

A total of 58.8
minutes saved

between all activity
centers per mile

Objective 3C:  Attract New Transit Passengers

BRT Alignment:
105,633 annual new

riders per mileAnnual New Riders per
Mile

121,023 annual new
riders per mile

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

101,945 annual new
riders per mile

239,448 annual new
riders per mile

171,483 annual new
riders per mile

233,349 annual new
riders per mile

GOAL 4 – PROTECT ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Objective 4A:  Minimize Negative Environmental Impacts

Traffic: Potential
Changes in Level of
Service at Key
Intersections

BRT or LRT/Streetcar
in Mixed Traffic:

No changes in LOS
from No-Build

BRT or
LRT/Streetcar in

Mixed Traffic:
No changes in LOS

from No-Build

BRT or
LRT/Streetcar in

Mixed Traffic:
No changes in LOS

from No-Build

BRT or
LRT/Streetcar in

Mixed Traffic:
No changes in LOS

from No-Build

BRT or
LRT/Streetcar in

Mixed Traffic:
No changes in LOS

from No-Build
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Table 1 (cont.): Summary of Evaluation Measure Results for Build Alternatives
Build Alternatives (BRT or LRT/Streetcar)Measure

A1 A2 A3 B1 B2

Traffic: Potential
Changes in Level of
Service at Key
Intersections

BRT or LRT/Streetcar
in Dedicated Lanes:
3 intersections worsen

to LOS E/F

BRT or
LRT/Streetcar in

Dedicated Lanes:
1 intersection

worsens to LOS E/F

BRT or
LRT/Streetcar in
Dedicated Lanes:

2 intersections
worsen to LOS E/F

BRT or
LRT/Streetcar in

Dedicated Lanes:
3 intersections

worsen to LOS E/F

BRT or
LRT/Streetcar in

Dedicated Lanes:
3 intersections

worsen to LOS E/F

Parklands 2 sites adjacent to
alignment

1 site adjacent to
alignment

2 sites adjacent to
alignment

2 sites adjacent to
alignment

2 sites adjacent to
alignment

Water Resources 0 resources adjacent to
alignment

0 resources
adjacent to
alignment

0 resources
adjacent to
alignment

0 resources
adjacent to
alignment

0 resources
adjacent to
alignment

BRT Alignment:
245 low income
persons and 650

minority persons per
mile

Environmental Justice
Population Served per
Mile

228 low income persons
and 637 minority
persons per mile

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

236 low income
persons and 648

minority persons per
mile

241 low income
persons and 777

minority persons per
mile

206 low income
persons and 599

minority persons per
mile

208 low income
persons and 592

minority persons per
mile

Historic/Archeological
Resources BRT Alignment:

4 sites possibly affected
BRT Alignment:
2 sites possibly

affected

BRT Alignment:
5 sites possibly

affected

BRT Alignment:
5 sites possibly

affected

BRT Alignment:
9 sites possibly

affected
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Table 1 (cont.): Summary of Evaluation Measure Results for Build Alternatives
Build Alternatives (BRT or LRT/Streetcar)Measure

A1 A2 A3 B1 B2

Historic/Archeological
Resources

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

8 sites possibly affected

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

10 sites possibly
affected

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

10 sites possibly
affected

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

9 sites possibly
affected

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

14 sites possibly
affected

Hazardous Materials 38 sites possibly
affected

42 sites possibly
affected

20 sites possibly
affected

24 sites possibly
affected

19 sites possibly
affected

BRT Alignment:
5 sites possibly affected

BRT Alignment:
7 sites possibly

affected

BRT Alignment:
7 sites possibly

affected

BRT Alignment:
7 sites possibly

affected

BRT Alignment:
8 sites possibly

affectedPossible Property
Impacts

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

3 sites possibly affected

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

1 sites possibly
affected

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

1 sites possibly
affected

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

3 sites possibly
affected

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

6 sites possibly
affected

Noise/Vibration 14 sensitive receptors 12 sensitive
receptors

13 sensitive
receptors

13 sensitive
receptors

11 sensitive
receptors

BRT Alignment:
BRT has few visual

impacts

BRT Alignment:
BRT has few visual

impacts

BRT Alignment:
BRT has few visual

impacts

BRT Alignment:
BRT has few visual

impacts

BRT Alignment:
BRT has few visual

impacts
Visual and Aesthetic
Resources

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

LRT/Streetcar catenary
wires have minor visual

impacts

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

LRT/Streetcar
catenary wires have
minor visual impacts

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

LRT/Streetcar
catenary wires have
minor visual impacts

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

LRT/Streetcar
catenary wires have
minor visual impacts

LRT/Streetcar
Alignment:

LRT/Streetcar
catenary wires have
minor visual impacts
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Table 1 (cont.): Summary of Evaluation Measure Results for Build Alternatives
Build Alternatives (BRT or LRT/Streetcar)Measure

A1 A2 A3 B1 B2
Objective 4B:  Provide Options That Can Improve Air Quality

Reduction in Vehicle
Miles Traveled per Mile 5,627 VMT 4,987 VMT 12,207 VMT 8,660 VMT 11,038 VMT
Objective 4C:  Support Transit-Friendly Land Use Patterns

Transit Oriented
Development Potential

Serves high density
future land uses and

some areas with
pedestrian-friendly

design

Serves high density
future land uses,
moderately high

existing
employment density
per mile, and some

areas with
pedestrian-friendly

design

Serves high density
future land uses,

high existing
employment density
per mile, and some

areas with
pedestrian-friendly

design

Serves high density
future land uses and

some areas with
pedestrian-friendly

design

Serves high density
future land uses,

high existing
employment density
per mile, and some

areas with
pedestrian-friendly

design

GOAL 5 – ENHANCE REGIONAL TRANSIT SERVICES
Objective 5A:  Provide Connections to Existing and Planned Intermodal Centers
Number of Intermodal
Centers Served per Mile 0.77 per mile 0.76 per mile 1.03 per mile 0.96 per mile 0.94 per mile
Objective 5B: Accommodate Regional Transit Trips

Transfers from Regional
Transit Routes Served 202 transfers per mile 142 transfers per

mile
300 transfers per

mile
174 transfers per

mile
184 transfers per

mile
Objective 5C: Accommodate Future Regional Transit Services

Consistency with Long
Range Plans for
Regional Transit

Provides connections
between 9 regional

corridors and Central
Station

Provides
connections

between 9 regional
corridors and

Central Station

Provides
connections

between 8 regional
corridors and

Central Station

Provides
connections

between 9 regional
corridors and

Central Station

Provides
connections

between 7 regional
corridors and

Central Station
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Table 2:  Evaluation Results by Objective and Goal for the Baseline and A3
Alternatives

Alternatives
Goal Baseline BRT

(A3 Alignment)
LRT

(A3 Alignment)
Objective 1A: Provide Transportation Choices

Objective 1B: Connect Major Transit Trip Origins and
Destinations

Objective 1C: Increase Transit Ridership

Objective 1D: Maintain or Enhance Service to Transit-
Dependents

TOTAL GOAL 1

GOAL 1 – IMPROVE
MOBILITY AND
ACCESS WITHIN THE
STUDY AREA

Objective 2A: Support Local Plans

Objective 2B: Support Local Economic Development Initiatives

Objective 2C: Connections to Parking

TOTAL GOAL 2

GOAL 2 – SUPPORT
LOCAL ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
INITIATIVES

Objective 3A: Minimize Cost per Passenger

Objective 3B: Maximize Travel Time Savings

Objective 3C: Attract New Transit Passengers

TOTAL GOAL 3

GOAL 3 – ENHANCE
COST-
EFFECTIVENESS OF
TRANSIT SERVICE

Objective 4A: Minimize Negative Environmental Impacts

Objective 4B: Provide Options That Can Improve Air Quality

Objective 4C: Support Transit-Friendly Land Use Patterns

TOTAL GOAL 4

GOAL 4 – PROTECT
ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY

Objective 5A: Provide Connections to Intermodal Centers

Objective 5B: Accommodate Regional Transit Trips

Objective 5C: Accommodate Future Regional Transit Services

TOTAL FOR GOAL 5

GOAL 5 –ENHANCE
REGIONAL SERVICES
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5.0 Locally Preferred Alternative
Based on the results of the Evaluation of Alternatives, it was recommended that the BRT
option be advanced for further consideration for the ITP project using the A3 alignment
alternative.  The preferred alternative would connect the City Center’s major activity centers,
as well as provide access to redevelopment areas along 18th Street as identified in the City
Center Master Plan.

The preferred alignment would include dedicated lanes for transit, signal priority to increase
transit reliability, and enhanced station stops to provide more amenities to passengers
waiting at the stops. The alignment would also provide access to and through the City
Center for the proposed regional BRT services operating in more than four corridors
throughout the metropolitan area. The preferred alignment would also include the
establishment of three neighborhood connector routes to provide access between the in-
town neighborhoods, the City Center, and the Central Station Intermodal Center.  The A3
Alignment alternative was recommended to form the basis for the LPA based on the
following key considerations:

Performs Best Relative to Project Goals – The LPA alignment performs the best for
four out of the five goals established for the project.  This includes Goal 1: Improve
Mobility and Access within the Study Area, Goal 3: Enhance Cost-Effectiveness of
Transit Service, Goal 4: Protect Environmental Quality, and Goal 5: Enhance Regional
Transit Services.

Most Productive Alignment - Ridership forecasts for the LPA alignment indicate that it
would attract the highest total boardings per mile of the alignment (362 daily boardings
per mile).

Lowest Capital Cost – The LPA alignment includes the lowest overall capital costs of
the alignment alternatives ($40.3 million).

Highest Travel Time Savings Per Mile of Alignment – The LPA alignment shows the
highest travel time savings between activity center and key destinations (a total of 75
minutes for all the trip origin and destination combinations) per mile of alignment.

Greatest Reduction in Vehicle Miles of Travel Per Mile of Alignment – The LPA
alignment results in the greatest reduction in system-wide Vehicle Miles of Travel per
mile of alignment (12,207 VMT).

Serves the Greatest Number of Environmental Justice Populations Per Mile of
Alignment – The LPA alignment serves the greatest number of combined low income
(241) and minority populations (777) per mile of alignment when compared to the other
alignment alternatives.

Provides a Direct Connection to Central Station – The LPA alignment is located
along 18th Street, which allows for a direct connection between the service and the
Central Station Transfer Facility.  All of the existing regional transit routes converge on
this facility providing an opportunity to easily accommodate transfers from the regional
transit routes to the ITP project.  Alternative A3 serves the greatest number of projected
transfers from regional transit system per mile of alignment.
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Can Interline North-South and East-West Lines – The LPA alignment is a three-leg
system that allows for direct interlining of vehicles operating along the eastern leg of the
route with the northern and southern legs of the alignment.  This offers the potential to
provide a one-seat ride between City Center and both the UAB Campus and Five Point
South eliminates the need for passengers on the east-west route to have to transfer to a
north-south route for these connections.

The preferred technology, BRT serves the project goals, namely improving mobility and
access, supporting economic development initiatives, enhancing the cost effectiveness of
transit, protecting environmental quality, and enhancing regional transit services. It does this
at a significantly lower cost than the other technology evaluated, streetcar or LRT. BRT
technology was recommended based on the following key considerations:

BRT Outperforms the Baseline Alternative Relative to Project Goals - The BRT
option outperforms the Baseline Alternative at addressing four out of the five goals
established for the project.  This includes the ability to improve mobility and access in
the study area, enhance the cost effectiveness of transit, protect environmental quality,
and enhance regional transit services.

BRT Provides More Cost-Effective Service than LRT/Streetcar for the ITP Project -
The BRT option includes lower operating costs and substantially lower capital costs than
the LRT/Streetcar option.  Capital costs for the BRT option are about $40.3 million
compared to $155.4 million for LRT/Streetcar.  The operating cost for the BRT service is
estimated to be about $1.4 million per year compared to $1.8 million per year for the
LRT/Streetcar option.  The estimated operating cost per passenger carried is $4.31 for
BRT compared to $5.44 for the LRT/Streetcar option.

BRT Provides Many of the Same Benefits as LRT/Streetcar Options - The BRT
option is designed to provide the same level of service, passenger amenities, and ride
quality as the LRT/Streetcar option.  This includes specially designed and branded
vehicles to maximize passenger comfort, station/shelter facilities with real-time next-
vehicle arrival information, off-vehicle fare collection, and signal priority for transit at
intersections.

Potential for Federal Funding Participation is Greater for BRT than for
LRT/Streetcar - Given the estimated travel time savings and operating costs for the
BRT and LRT/Streetcar options, a maximum capital cost in the range of about $35
million would be necessary to meet the maximum Cost Effectiveness Index (CEI) value
threshold that is used by the Federal Transit Administration to consider projects for
possible federal funding participation.  While the initial BRT cost estimate of $40.3 million
exceeds this value, it may be possible to further refine the project to reduce costs
without sacrificing the ridership and potential travel time savings for users.  The
estimated LRT/Streetcar capital cost of as much as $155.4 million is nearly five times
higher than the maximum capital cost amount of $35 million.

BRT Can Accommodate the Future Regional Premium Transit Lines - The Long
Range Transportation Plan for the region includes the addition of BRT in 10 corridors
that converge on the ITP project study area.  Establishing the ITP project as a BRT
system provides the initial core piece of the regional BRT network.  BRT vehicles from
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the regional corridors can utilize the ITP project alignment and stations to access the
UAB, City Center, and Convention Center areas.  The BRT alignment can also
accommodate future regional LRT lines when they are introduced into the metropolitan
area.

5.1 Alignment and Stops
The recommended alignment for the ITP project consists of two lines (Blue and Green)
which share an alignment between the Birmingham-Jefferson Convention Complex (BJCC)
and the University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB). At 5th Avenue South, the lines split and
the Green Line provides connection to the medical facilities along 5th Avenue South and the
UAB remote parking facility at 8th Street and 6th Avenue South. The Blue Line continues on
18th Street South, providing additional stops to serve the university and the medical center,
before terminating at Five Points South. The alignment is illustrated in Figure 7.

The alignment serves a wide variety of City Center destinations, including the Convention
Complex (BJCC), the Civic Center and Linn Park, the downtown core, the Civil Rights
District, the 4th Avenue District, the Theater District, the planned Intermodal Center, the
planned Railroad Reservation Park, the University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB) and
Medical Center, and Five Points South.

The A3 alignment alternative formed the basis for the recommended alignment, based on
the results of the evaluation of alternatives. The recommended alignment was refined using
input from stakeholders and the Project Technical Advisory Committee (PTAC). Based on
stakeholder input, the recommended alignment accesses the front door of the BJCC. In
order to avoid traffic impacts on 18th Street at the on-ramps to I-20/I-59, the recommended
alignment turns east along 5th Avenue North and 6th Avenue North and accesses the BJCC
via Richard Arrington, Jr. Boulevard and 22nd Street.

Blue Line
The Blue Line operates primarily on 18th Street between the Birmingham-Jefferson
Convention Complex (BJCC) and Five Points South.  Between the BJCC and 5th Avenue
North, the Blue Line operates as a one-way couplet. Southbound, the line begins at the
entrance to the BJCC on Richard Arrington, Jr. Boulevard North. It proceeds north on
Richard Arrington, Jr. Boulevard North to 22nd Street North, where it turns south. It follows
22nd Street North south to 6th Avenue North, turning west along 6th Avenue North to 18th

Street North, where it turns south. The alignment follows 18th Street across the railroad
reservation and through the University of Alabama at Birmingham campus and transitions
via 10th Court South to the intersection of 11th Avenue South and 19th Street South.  It heads
east on 11th Avenue South to the terminus at 20th Street South in Five Points South.
Northbound, the Blue line begins at 11th Avenue South and 20th Street South in Five Points
South, heads west on 11th Street South, then northwest on 10th Court South to 18th Street
South, where it turns north. The alignment follows 18th Street to 5th Avenue North, turning
east on 5th Avenue North to Richard Arrington, Jr. Boulevard North where it turns north,
terminating at the entrance to the BJCC.
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Figure 7: ITP Preferred Alignment
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Proposed stops were identified based on typical stop spacing for premium transit services
operating in a Central Business District (CBD) environment and service to major trip
destinations.  Stops for the Blue Line were identified at the following locations:

Richard Arrington, Jr. Boulevard North at the BJCC

22nd Street North at 8th Avenue North (southbound)

Richard Arrington, Jr. Boulevard North at 8th Avenue North (northbound)

6th Avenue North at 20th Street North (southbound)

5th Avenue North at 20th Street North (northbound)

18th Street at 5th Avenue North

18th Street at 3rd Avenue North (Alabama Theater and the McWane Center)

18th Street at Morris Avenue (Intermodal Center)

18th Street at 1st Avenue South (planned Railroad Reservation Park)

18th Street at 5th Avenue South (transfer to Green Line)

18th Street at 7th Avenue South (UAB/Medical Center)

18th Street at 9th Avenue South (UAB/Medical Center)

20th Street at 11th Avenue South (Five Points South)

Green Line
The Green Line operates on 18th Street and on 5th Avenue South west of 18th Street.
Southbound and westbound, the Green Line follows the same alignment as the Blue Line
until it reaches 5th Avenue South. At 5th Avenue South, it turns west to 8th Street, where it
turns south again to reach the UAB remote parking facility at 8th Street  and  6th Avenue
South. Eastbound and northbound, the Green Line begins at the UAB remote parking at the
intersection of 8th Street and 6th Avenue South.  It heads north on 8th Street to 5th Avenue
South where it heads east until 18th Street South.  At 18th Street South, it would follow the
same alignment as the Blue Line north to the BJCC.

Stop locations for the Green Line would be the same as for the Blue Line on the shared
portion of the alignment. Stop locations for east-west portion of the Green Line were
identified at the following locations:

6th Avenue South at 8th Street South  (UAB remote parking facility)

5th Avenue South at 14th Street South

5th Avenue South at 18th Street (transfer to Blue Line)

5.2 Technology
Bus rapid transit (BRT) technology was recommended for the preferred alternative. The
proposed BRT system would include:

Running way: Dedicated right-of-way, often using distinctive pavement markings or
curbs to delineate the transitway. The Birmingham system would run entirely in
existing streets.

Station stops: typical 75-foot low platforms with shelters and amenities;
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Passenger information available at station stops: real-time vehicle arrival information,
route and area maps, route schedules;

Signal priority: vehicles and traffic signals equipped with transponders that let the
signal know a transit vehicle is approaching the intersection. Light will stay green to
allow transit vehicle to proceed through the intersection;

Branding: vehicles and station stops are given a unique identity that makes the
service easily identifiable; and

Frequent service: every 10 minutes in the peak hours, every 15 minutes off peak.

Figure 8 shows what the intersection of 18th Street and 3rd Avenue North might look like in
the future with the BRT line in place.

Figure 8: Rendering of BRT Station Stop at 18th Street and 3rd Avenue North

5.3 Neighborhood Connectors
The LPA also consists of a network of ‘neighborhood connectors,’ which provide access to
the in-town neighborhoods near the City Center. Initial alignments were suggested based on
operational analysis and the desire to reach high density locations and important activity
centers. These routes would operate in mixed traffic and will make use of smaller vehicles in
order to enable more efficient service and use of resources within the neighborhoods. They
would also feature regular, reliable service, be given a unique identity, and include improved
stops at important neighborhood locations.

A series of community workshops were held in October 2007 where residents had the
opportunity to comment on the neighborhood connector routes identified for the LPA. At the
workshops, participants also identified typical transit destinations within their neighborhoods,
downtown, and ideas for branding the neighborhood connector services. Participants
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discussed appropriate vehicle types and identified the appropriate type of stop for certain
destinations in their neighborhoods. These suggestions are summarized in the
Neighborhood Connector Workshops: Summary of Activities report (Draft, November 2007)
and will be taken into consideration as further planning for the neighborhood connector
routes moves forward.

The Neighborhood Connector Routes are illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 9: LPA Alignment and Neighborhood Connector Routes
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5.4 Regional Context
The Birmingham Regional Transportation Alternatives Analysis, completed in 2004,
identified five corridors including the City Center where premium transit investment would be
a key part of the development of a balanced multi-modal transportation system for
Birmingham. Recommendations for the four corridors leading into the City Center included
BRT service in the Southeast (US 280) Corridor, high frequency bus service in the Northeast
(US 11 and SR 78), South (US 31 and Green Springs Highway/Columbiana Road), and
Southwest (US 11) corridors, and HOV/express bus facilities on I-20/59 and I-65 South.

As illustrated in Figure 10, the downtown LPA would serve as a spine for the lines bringing
residents to the City Center for work, entertainment, and shopping. The amenities
constructed for the LPA, including reserved lanes and high-quality station stops, would also
serve these regional routes as they distribute passengers within the City Center.

Figure 10: LPA Alignment and Regional Connections
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6.0 Costs, Institutional Arrangements, and Economic Impacts
Capital Costs to construct the LPA as well as the annual Operating and Maintenance Costs
were estimated. It should be noted that the primary purpose of cost estimates during the
early stages of project development were to allow for the comparison of alternatives and to
make a general assessment of the resources required to implement and operate the project.
The estimated costs shown are preliminary and are subject to change based on continuing
engineering, design project delivery method, and funding availability.  In addition, the
Evaluation of Alternatives included an initial analysis of potential institutional arrangements
for constructing, operating, and maintaining the system, as well as a report outlining the
anticipated economic impacts the project.

6.1 Capital Costs
The LPA would include BRT service along a two-mile long north-south corridor combined
with an east-west link of one mile. The capital cost estimates, prepared according to the
major FTA Standard Cost Categories (SCC), assume guideway improvements, traffic signal
improvements, modern transit vehicles, and well-defined station stops with passenger
amenities. Table 1.3 summarizes the estimated capital costs associated with the LPA,
where the proposed improvements are shown in two separate phases. The first phase
includes those elements essential to the initial BRT operation: BRT vehicles, striping to
indicate dedicated lanes, traffic signal improvements for buses, and station stops with
amenities. The second phase adds elements that, while not essential to operations,
enhance the image and performance of the BRT system: pavement resurfacing, bus pads
and median separators at stops, new maintenance facility space, and additional signal
enhancements. The capital cost estimates do not include costs associated with the
neighborhood connectors.

Table 3: Summary of Capital Costs (millions of 2006 dollars)

Cost Category Costs Essential to
Transit Operations

Additional Costs for
Enhanced Facilities

Total Estimated
Costs

1. Guideway $188,400 $1,430,184 $1,618,584

2. Station stops, Terminals $3,407,000 $4,414,488 $7,821,488

3. Yards, Shops, Support Facilities $500,000 $5,450,000 $5,950,000

4. Sitework and Special Conditions $927,270 $7,092,177 $8,019,447

5. Systems $727,500 $700,000 $1,427,500

6. Right-of-Way $0 $0 $0

7. Vehicles $2,500,000 $0 $2,500,000

8. Soft Costs $1,725,051 $5,726,055 $7,451,106

9. Finance $0 $0 $0

10. Contingency $1,265,037 $4,199,107 $5,464,144

Total Project Costs $11,240,258 $29,012,010 $40,252,269

(1)  Right-of-way costs were not included in this estimate. The LPA runs entirely in existing right-of-way. Therefore, no
costs for right-of-way acquisition are anticipated.

(2) Includes only BRT vehicles associated with the LPA.
(3) Soft Costs include preliminary engineering, final design, construction management, project management, owner

administration, FTA and other agency coordination, insurance, and project start-up and testing.
(4) Short-term financing and long-term interest charges were not included.
(5) Contingency costs included allowances for change orders.
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6.2 Operating and Maintenance Costs
Operating and maintenance (O&M) costs were developed for Tier 2 Alternative A3, which
forms the basis for the LPA.  The costs of background bus service and neighborhood
connectors were not included in this analysis.  Estimates of the annual operating costs were
based on the most recent available BJCTA cost per revenue hour for bus service of $60.80,
with a small factor to account for the costs of maintaining the LPA running way and stations
(a 10 percent adjustment).  Thus, the cost per revenue hour for the LPA would be $66.88.

Estimated operating costs were applied to the annual revenue hours of service for premium
transit in each alternative; the revenue hours were a result of the service plans, as
presented in the Definition of Alternatives Report (February 2006).  Weekday O&M costs
were annualized using the following factors:

 255 weekdays / year
 50 Saturdays / year
 60 Sundays and Holidays / year

The operating and maintenance costs for the LPA were estimated to be $1.43 million per
year.  The estimates do not include operating costs for the neighborhood connectors or any
changes in the background bus network.

6.3 Institutional Arrangements Analysis
As part of the planning for the ITP project, an analysis is being conducted to identify suitable
institutional/organizational arrangements for project planning, design, construction, and
operation. This analysis is being undertaken in response to the changes in the urban form,
travel patterns, and demographic makeup of Birmingham and the surrounding metropolitan
area in the 30 years since the current transit institutional structure was developed in the
1970s. It is an effort to rethink the structure and processes necessary to deliver a wider
range of public transportation service options in a broader, more diverse service area.
Strategies to be considered include the possible use of nonprofit organizations, an
independent authority, a city or county operated system, or a separate transit operator
housed within a county or regional body.

6.4 Economic Impacts Analysis
An economic impact analysis was conducted to evaluate the economic and fiscal impacts of
the In-Town Transit Partnership (ITP) project using BRT technology. The analysis was
structured to provide quantitative estimates of impacts to evaluate the economic and fiscal
benefits of the ITP project.  The approach used three distinct analyses to address three
specific categories of impacts generated from transportation investments.  These categories
were:

Land use impacts from focused commercial and residential development throughout
the corridor;

Rent premium; and

Fiscal impacts from a broader and deeper tax base.

The extent of the economic impacts would change over time.  In particular, initial impacts
would likely be due to the direct expenditures associated with constructing and purchasing
services for the ITP and the employment and income generated for residents of the
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Birmingham metropolitan region.  These direct and immediate effects also would provide
additional stimulation of economic impacts through a multiplier effect that would be felt as
spending occurs and is captured within the Birmingham regional economy.

Over time, the expanded regional transit system would likely cause structural changes in the
regional economy and thereby alters the competitive status of the region to attract economic
development.  This would be initiated by the redevelopment of commercial and residential
real estate.  Typically this would include commercial development, specialized retail/service
uses, and higher density residential development, which would accompany transportation
investments combined with land use policies to focus growth.  This would act to capture the
economic benefits from high-density development accommodated by high quality transit
service.

7.0 Next Steps
The next steps as the ITP project moves towards implementation involve a combination of
transportation planning, financial planning, preliminary engineering, and land use planning
oriented tasks. Key next steps include the following:

 Complete a Financial Plan for the project that identifies the federal and local funding
sources that will be used to cover the capital and annual operating and maintenance
costs for the LPA.

 Complete the assessment of potential environmental impacts and document the
results consistent with the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA).

 Continue the development of a transit district plan that documents the policies and
incentives to be established in the area served by the project to encourage transit
supportive development.

 Incorporate the LPA into the cost constrained Long Range Transportation Plan for
the Birmingham metropolitan area.

 Report the required project information to the Federal Transit Administration so that
the project can be considered for permission to enter the Preliminary Engineering
(PE) stage of project development.

 Complete Preliminary Engineering and Design for the project and further update and
refine the project costs and financial plan.

 Submit the required project information to FTA and request permission to enter Final
Design and obtain a Full Funding Grant Agreement (FFGA)

 Complete Final Design and Construction of the project and initiate operations.


